
JURA – If you love coffee

Z6
Now with solid aluminium top and front sections

Z6

Technical data

JURA standard features
Variable brewing chamber, from 5 g to 16 g 

Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©) 

Second, ground coffee 

Hot water function 

Height-adjustable coffee spout 

Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©) 

Multi-level AromaG3 grinder 

CLARIS filter cartridge 

High-performance pump, 15 bar 

Thermoblock heating system 

Intelligent preheating 

Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programme 

Integrated milk system rinsing and cleaning programme 

Adjustable water hardness 

Zero-Energy Switch or power switch 

Swiss made 

Specific benefits
One-Touch function 

Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) 

Intelligent water system (I.W.S.©) with  
CLARIS Smart filter cartridge



Automatic switchover from milk to milk foam 

TFT colour display 

Rotary Switch 

Wireless ready 

Compatible with the JURA Coffee App 

Recognition for second, ground coffee 

Active bean monitoring 

Monitored drip tray 

Maintenance status display 

Settings and programming options
Programmable amount of water 

Amount of water adjustable for each preparation 

Programmable coffee strength 10 levels
Coffee strength adjustable for each preparation 10 levels
Store, copy and personalise products 

Programmable milk temperature 10 levels
Programmable milk foam temperature 10 levels
Programmable brewing temperature 3 levels
Programmable hot water temperature 3 levels
Programmable switch-off time 

Design and materials
Alu Frame Design© 3 mm aluminium front 

White cup illumination 

Amber cup illumination 

Water tank illumination blue 

Sound design 

Also supplied as standard
Container for milk system cleaning 

In figures
Width-adjustable coffee spout 21 – 50 mm
Height-adjustable dual spout (milk / coffee) 80 – 153 mm
Height-adjustable hot-water spout 80 – 153 mm
Water tank fill volume 2.4 l
Coffee grounds container (servings) approx. 20
Bean container with aroma preservation cover 280 g
Cable length approx. 1.1 m
Voltage 230 V ~
Power 1450 W
Energy consumption 16 Wh
Energy consumption in energy-saving mode (E.S.M.©) approx. 6 Wh
Standby power ≤ 0.01 W
Weight 11.5 kg
Dimensions (W × H × D) 32 × 37.5 ×  

44.5 cm

Colour
Aluminium,
Aluminium black

The benefits at a glance
 � Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) optimises extraction time 

to guarantee professional quality, barista-style coffee

 � Automatic switchover from milk to milk foam makes it easier 
than ever to create trend specialities

 � The Intelligent Water System (I.W.S.®) automatically detects 
the filter while the CLARIS Smart ensures perfect water 
quality

 � Sophistication meets functionality with the elegant design 
and front access to water tank, bean container and all control 
elements

Hygiene
standards
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The purest quality espresso
First, the beans are freshly ground to the ideal fineness by the new six-level AromaG3 
grinder, which works quickly but gently to preserve the full aroma. The variable brewing 
unit, which holds between 5 g and 16 g, electronically adjusts the pressure to the chosen 
amount of ground coffee. Before the brewing process begins, the coffee is moistened 
by the Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.®). This causes the pores to swell 
up and start to release the aroma. Next, the Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) devel-
oped by JURA ensures the optimum extraction time by pulsing the hot water through 
the ground coffee at the optimum frequency for the amount of water. The Pulse Ex-
traction Process (P.E.P.®) brings out every nuance of the aroma. With ten different  
intensity levels, users can customise their coffee to their own personal taste.

The perfect milk and milk foam
The innovative nozzle technology prepares fine, compact and very tempting milk 
foam. The machine switches from milk to milk foam fully automatically. Thanks to  
a world first, the adjustable milk and milk foam temperature, it is possible to create  
sophisticated trend specialities to professional barista standard – at just the touch  
of a button.

Very easy to use
JURA coffee machines are self-explanatory, easy and intuitive to use. To name just 
one example, the filter cartridge and coffee machine are wirelessly linked by RFID 
technology. The machine automatically recognises the filter and selects the appropriate 
settings.

Refined functionality
The Z6 packs incredible performance into compact dimensions. All the control ele-
ments are conveniently accessible on the front. The removal of the water tank and 
refilling of the bean container also take place conveniently from the front. Coffee is 
98 % water, and the elegantly illuminated water tank underlines the importance of 
ideal water quality to the perfect coffee result. The finished result is also beautifully 
set off by the cup illumination.
 

Z6 
Now with solid aluminium top and front sections 

The Z6 moves into completely new ter-
ritory, taking the automatic speciality 
coffee machine to the next level. Even 
at first glance, this exceptional coffee 
machine makes a stunning impression 
with its top and front sections of solid 
3 millimetre thick aluminium. The 
state-of-the-art generation of coffee 
machines is an impressive showcase of 
Swiss innovation. It achieves a brand 
new standard of quality across the 
whole spectrum of speciality coffees, 
from the short, fiery ristretto to the 
popular, mellow flat white. A self- 
explanatory operating concept with 
many customisable options makes it 
an impressive choice. For the first time, 
it even features automatic filter detec-
tion technology. All control elements 
can be accessed from the front for 
maximum convenience. The character-
istic, simple lines combined with loving-
ly created details, such as the water 
tank and cup illumination, express the 
machine‘s style and status. The new 
JURA Z6: a feast for all the senses.

Aluminium black, Art. 15231 Aluminium, Art. 15206


